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•  36M8+29M8,	circular	orbit	

GW150914	



•  More	than	factor	2-3	larger	mass	of	BH	
compared	with	that	in	X-ray	binary	

•  Many	theories	exist	such	as	
•  1)Pop	II	BBH	
•  2)Pop	III	BBH	
•  3)Primordial	Binary	BH	(PBBH)	
•  4)Three	body	origin	from	Globular	

Cluster	
•  5)FragmentaRon	of	very	massive	stars	
•  …………………….	
	

GW150914 	

Low	metal	field	binaries	



Why field binaries?	
• There	are	many	massive	close	binaries	
				Example	
					Milky	way	young	open	clusters	
									71	O	stars			Xinary=69+/-9%	(P<3200days)		
									Sana	et	al.	2012	
					30	Doradus		(Tarantula	Nebula)	
									362	O	stars	Xinary=51+/-4%(P<3200days)		
									Sana	et	al.	2013	
						



Why low metal?	

•  If	the	progenitor	of	BH	is	Pop	I	(=Solar	metal	stars)	

•  The	orbit	become	wide	due	to	wind	mass	loss	

	

Belczynski	et	al.	2010	



Why low metal?	

•  If	the	progenitor	is	low	metal,	
	

• Pop	II	(Z<0.1Zsun)	
						Typical	mass	is	same	as	Pop	I	
						But,	week	wind	mass	loss	

• Pop	III	(No	metal)	
						Pop	III	stars	are	the	first	stars	acer	the	Big	Bang.	
						Typical	mass	is	more	massive	than	Pop	I,	II	
						MpopIII~10-100Msun	
						No	wind	mass	loss	due	to	no	metal.	

MiniRal:	8Msun<M<150Msun	
Single	stellar	evoluRon		
with	2	stellar	wind	models.	
(Belczynski	et	al.2010,	
Abbot	et	al.2016)	

New	

Old	



Typical	total	mass						
M～60	M8	

(30	M8	+30	M8)	
TK	et	al.	2014,2016	
IMF:Flat	
(10M<M<140M)	

Z=0	(Pop	III)	

Z=1/200	Zsun	

Z=1/20	Zsun	

Z=Zsun	

Total	mass	[Msun]	

e.g.	Pop	I,	Pop	II				
	(Z=0.02,0.001,0.0001)	
IMF:Salpeter	
(1Msun<M<140Msun)	
Typical	mass	～10	M8	

Total mass distribu6on of BBH  
which merge within the Hubble 6me	



What do determine the BH-BH mass?	

•  Steller	wind	mass	loss	
• Binary	interacRons	
	(Mass	transfer,	Common	envelope)	

Mass	transfer	
Common	envelope	

Close	binary						or										merge	



Why Pop III binaries become 30Msun BH-BH	

• M>50Msun　red	giant	
	➝Mass	transfer	is	unstable	
	➝common	envelope	
	➝1/3~1/2	of	iniRal	mass		
					(~25-30Msun)	
	
	
• M<50Msun	　blue	giant	
	➝Mass	transfer	is	stable	
	➝mass	loss	is	not	so	effecRve	
	➝2/3~1	of	iniRal	mass	(25-30Msun)	

Large	radius	

Small	
radius	



Z=Z8(=0.02)	 Z=1/20Z8(=0.001)	

All	star	evolve	via	a	red	giant		
Almost	all	binaries	evolve	via	a	similar	evoluRon	pass	



Z=0	

Z=1/200Zsun	

Z=1/20Zsun	

Z=Zsun	

Total	mass	[Msun]	

These	shapes	have	
the	influence	of	IMF	
	and	the	influence	of	
stellar	wind	mass	loss	
	
	

This	shape	reflects	
the	influence	of	
Pop	III	stellar	
evoluRon	

Total mass distribu6on of BBH  
which merge within the Hubble 6me	



Pop III BBH remnants for gravita6onal wave	

• Pop	III		stars	were	born	and	died	at	z~10	
• The	typical	merger	Rme	of	compact	binaries			
~108-10yr	
• We	might	see	Pop	III	BBH	at	the	present	
day.		

Kme	

Big	Bang	

merger	merger	

Djorgovski	et	al.&Degital	Media	
Center	



Pop III BBH?	

ApJL	Abbot.	et	al	2016	

phase that is dynamically unstable leading to inspiral in a
common envelope (in which the first BH potentially grows
slightly in mass; O’Shaughnessy et al. 2005a), (iv) the second
core-collapse event leading to BBH formation, and (v) inspiral
due to GW emission and merger. Dominik et al. (2012) found
that the vast majority of BBH mergers follow this evolutionary
path: 99% at solar metallicity and 90% at 0.1 Z:. Alternative
formation pathways, avoiding mass transfer and common
envelope, may be possible if massive stars remain rapidly
rotating, stay chemically homogeneous through their lifetimes,
remain compact, and do not become giant stars (see de Mink
et al. 2009; Mandel & de Mink 2016; Marchant et al. 2016).

Most studies indicate that model predictions, in particular
merger rates, but also probability distributions of BBH properties,
are affected by a considerable number of physical factors and
associated parameters, albeit at different levels of sensitivity: (i)
initial binary properties (masses, mass ratios, and orbital periods),
(ii) stellar evolution models including metallicity-dependent wind-
driven mass loss, (iii) mass and associated angular momentum
transfer between binary components and loss from the systems,
(iv) treatment of tidal evolution, (v) treatment of common-
envelope evolution, and (vi) BH natal kicks. The significance of
(v) and (vi) has been discussed recently for the StarTrack(Belc-
zynski et al. 2008a) models by Dominik et al. (2012) and
Belczynski et al. (2015). Recently, de Mink & Belczynski (2015)
concluded that the current uncertainties in initial binary properties
(i) do not dramatically change the rates. The other factors, i.e.,
(ii)–(vi), have been consistently identified as important, not just
for rate predictions, but also for predictions of BH mass spectra in
merging BBHs.

As we have discussed, the GW150914 masses favor the newer,
weaker stellar winds and metallicities below Z:. Quantitative
models for BH and BBH formation considering such conditions
have appeared only in the past five years, starting with Belczynski
et al. (2010b), and in numerous follow-up studies(Dominik et al.
2012, 2013, 2015; Belczynski et al. 2015; Spera et al. 2015).
Dominik et al. (2013) fold in cosmological effects, accounting for
redshift evolution of the formation rate and metallicity (down to
Z 10 4� � ). With the extension to such low metallicities, the
strong dependence on the common-envelope treatment found
earlier (Dominik et al. 2012) is weakened in the case of formation
of BHs more massive than 20 M:. In fact, it is striking that, once
full metallicity evolution is included, BBH systems that merge
within the age of the universe and have total masses as high as
∼100 M: are rather generically formed regardless of other model
assumptions; still, predicted detectable samples seem to be
dominated by less massive BBH systems(Belczynski et al.
2014; Dominik et al. 2015).

On the extreme low-metallicity end, it has been proposed
that BBH formation is also possible in the case of stellar
binaries at zero metallicity (Population III [PopIII] stars; see
Belczynski et al. 2004; Kinugawa et al. 2014). The predictions
from these studies are even more uncertain, since we have no
observational constraints on the properties of first-generation
stellar binaries (e.g., mass function, mass ratios, orbital
separations). However, if one assumes that the properties of
PopIII massive binaries are not very different from binary
populations in the local universe (admittedly a considerable
extrapolation), then recently predicted BBH total masses agree
astonishingly well with GW150914 and can have sufficiently
long merger times to occur in the nearby universe(Kinugawa
et al. 2014). This is in contrast to the predicted mass properties

of low (as opposed to zero) metallicity populations, which
show broader distributions(Belczynski et al. 2015).
We conclude that predictions from a broad range of models

for BBH formation from isolated binaries are consistent with
the GW150914 masses provided that newer, weaker massive-
star winds and extrapolations to metallicities of 1/2 Z: or
lower are adopted. More calculations of massive binary
evolution with updated wind prescriptions and taking cosmo-
logical evolution into account are needed to fully exploit the
new information that would be provided by additional GW
detections.

3.4. BBH Masses from Dense Stellar Environments

Over the last few decades our understanding of the evolution
of BHs in dense stellar clusters has evolved considerably.
Based on early analyses(Kulkarni et al. 1993; Sigurdsson &
Hernquist 1993) BHs form in clusters from massive stars and
quickly mass segregate to the center through dynamical friction
(on a timescale shorter than the overall relaxation time by a
factor that is the ratio of the mass of the typical BH to the
mass of an average background star). In these high-density
conditions, BHs dynamically interact, forming binaries, and
often are ejected from the cluster. Such dynamical interactions
preferentially keep the heaviest objects in binaries and eject the
lightest, producing heavier binaries and driving mass ratios
closer to unity(Heggie 1975). Portegies Zwart & McMillan
(2000) presented the first significant N-body simulation of
equal-mass BHs in a dense cluster, and they found that the
ejected BBH systems are sufficiently eccentric that they will
merge within the age of the universe at a rate important for
LIGO/Virgo observations. Since then, studies of varying levels
of detail have examined BBH formation in clusters and have
identified the importance of three-body interactions for hard-
ening binaries to the point they can merge in a Hubble time,
pointing out that these interactions are also responsible for
dynamical ejections(Gültekin et al. 2004, 2006; Kocsis et al.
2006; Banerjee et al. 2010; Bae et al. 2014) as well as in
galactic centers (Miller & Lauburg 2009; O’Leary et al. 2009;
Kocsis & Levin 2012; Tsang 2013). GW kicks(Zlochower &
Lousto 2015 and references therein) can also eject post-merger,
single BHs from their host clusters. Throughout these studies
BHs are assumed to be of a single fixed mass (typically 10 M:).
Therefore, although their results are relevant for understanding
the effects of stellar dynamics on BBH formation and evolution
and the expected merger rates (Section 6), they cannot be used
to determine the expected masses of BBH mergers formed in
dynamical environments.
O’Leary et al. (2006, 2007) and Sadowski et al. (2008)

presented the first BBH population predictions from dense
clusters with a BH mass spectrum. Their treatment of the
effects of stellar dynamics was based on simple cross sections
and a static density background. Nevertheless, their results
generically produced BBH mergers in the local universe with
BH masses of several tens of solar masses.
The first simulations to account in detail for both binary

evolution and stellar dynamics with a BH mass spectrum and
with realistic numbers of particles were by Downing et al.
(2010, 2011) and by Morscher et al. (2013, 2015). Morscher
et al. (2015) and Rodriguez et al. (2016) further accounted for a
population of globular clusters with varying cluster properties
(mass, density, and metallicity). Examination of these results
indicates, very much like the models of isolated binary
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In	order	to	calculate	merger	rate,	
we	need	to	know	
			・When	were	Pop	III	stars	born?	
			・How	many	Pop	III	stars	were	born?	
⇒Star	formaRon	rate	
We	adopt	the	Pop	III	SFR		
	by	de	Souza	et	al.	2011	

The star forma6on rate of Pop III 	

𝑆𝐹𝑅↓𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ~ 10↑−2.5 	[M�	yr-1	Mpc-3]	

Redshic	z	
(de	Souza	et	al.	2011)	
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Detec6on range of KAGRA and Adv. LIGO	

Mass	of	one	star	[M�]	

Re
ds
hi
c	
z	

Luminocity	distance	
～1.5	Gpc	
	
Redshic	z～0.28	
	
	
	

　	
	
	

SNR=8	
For	inspiral	

SNR=8	
For	QNM	

MBH～30M8	
SNR=8	

©Kanda	



Detec6on rate of Pop III BH-BH	

• DetecKon	rate	of	Pop	III	BBH	(GW150914	like	BBH)	
		in	our	standard	model	
						R～180	(𝑺𝑭𝑹↓𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌 /𝟏𝟎↑−𝟐.𝟓  )	(𝒇↓𝒃 /(𝟏+ 𝒇↓𝒃 )/𝟎.𝟑𝟑 )	[yr-1	](S/
N>8)	
• Typical	mass				
						M～30	M8	➝We	can	see	the	QNM	of	merged	BBH			
						
	

We	might	detect	the	Pop	III	BBH	by	GW	
		

16	



Other Pop III compact binaries cases	

• Pop	III	NSNS		
				Almost	all	binary	NS	disrupt		
						
• Pop	III	NSBH	
					



Pop III NS progenitor evolu6on	

• blue	giant	
	➝Mass	transfer	is	stable	
	➝mass	loss	is	not	so	effecRve	
					before	supernova	Small	

radius	



Pop III NS-NS disrupt	

	Binary	NS	cannot	survive!	

For	example,	we	consider	NS	and	NS	progenitor	binary.	
	
NS	

(1.4-2M8)	

SN	

NS	progenitor	
(8-25M8)	

disrupt	

When	NS	progenitor	becomes	supernova,	NS	progenitor	
suddenly	loses	mass	and	becomes	NS.	
Then,	due	to	instant	mass	loss	the	binding	energy	of	binary	
decreases	and	binary	NS	disrupts.	

In	the	case	of	Pop	III	NS	progenitor,	wind	mass	loss	and	
the	mass	loss	due	to	binary	interacRon	is	not	effecRve.			



Other Pop III compact binaries cases	

• Pop	III	NSNS		
				Almost	all	binary	NS	disrupt		
						
• Pop	III	NSBH	
				NSBH	do	not	disrupt	
					



Pop III NS-BH do not disrupt	

	NS	BH	can	survive!	

For	example,	we	consider	BH	and	NS	progenitor	binary.	
	
BH	

(>30M8)	

SN	

NS	progenitor	
(8-25M8)	

When	NS	progenitor	becomes	supernova,	NS	progenitor	
suddenly	loses	mass	and	becomes	NS.	
But,	due	to	massive	BH,		NS	do	not	disrupts.	

In	the	case	of	Pop	III	NS	progenitor,	wind	mass	loss	and	
the	mass	loss	due	to	binary	interacRon	is	not	effecRve.			



Merging NSBH chirp mass distribu6on	

•  Typical	chirp	mass	
						M～6	M8		
(1.4Msun	NS+50Msun	BH)	

PopIII	



NSBH detec6on rate	

Merger	rate		
[/yr/Gpc^3]	

aLIGO	O2		
detecKon	rate		
[/yr]	
	

aLIGO		
(design	sensiKvity)	
detecKon	rate	[/
yr]	

Pop	I+II	 28.8	
(Belczynski	et	al.				
	2016)	

1.41	
(Belczynski	et	al.	
	2016)	

~10	

Pop	III	 1.25	 0.658	(*)	 5.24(*)	

*For	simplicity,	as	the	assumpRon	of	the	chirp	mass	of	Pop	III	NSBH,		
		we	fixed	Mc	=	6M⊙	(Kinugawa	et	al.2016)	



Summery	
• DetecKon	rate	of	Pop	III	BBH	(GW150914	like	BBH)	
						R～180	(𝑺𝑭𝑹↓𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌 /𝟏𝟎↑−𝟐.𝟓  )	(𝒇↓𝒃 /(𝟏+ 𝒇↓𝒃 )/𝟎.𝟑𝟑 )	[yr-1	](S/
N>8)	
• Typical	chirp	mass				
						M～30	M8	

	
• DetecKon	rate	of	Pop	III	NSBH	
						R～5	(𝑺𝑭𝑹↓𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌 /𝟏𝟎↑−𝟐.𝟓  )	(𝒇↓𝒃 /(𝟏+ 𝒇↓𝒃 )/𝟎.𝟑𝟑 )	[yr-1	](S/N>8)	
• Typical	chirp	mass	
						M～6	M8	(1.4Msun	NS+50Msun	BH)	
	
	

We	might	detect	(detected?)	the	Pop	III	BBH	by	GW	

24	



Cumula6ve BBH merger rate 	

Pop	III	BBH	
Pop	I	and	II	BBH	(Belcynski	et	al.	2016)	
(2	metallicity	evoluRon	models)	

Saturated	at	z~10		 Saturated	at	z≲5	

Lo
g(
ev
en

ts
/y
r)

	

Redshic	 Redshic	



Future plan of GW observer : 
pre-DECIGO and DECIGO	

• DECIGO:	Japanese	space	gravitaRonal	wave	observatory	project	
• Pre-DECIGO:	test	version	of	DECIGO	

• Pre-DECIGO	:	z~10	(30	Msun	BH-BH)	
																											~105	events/yr	
• DECIGO	can	see	Pop	III	BH-BHs		
			when	Pop	III	stars	were	born!	
　(Nakamura,	Ando,	Kinugawa	et	al.	2016)	
	

©Nakamura	



Summary 	

• Pop	III	binaries	tend	to	become	30Msun+30Msun	BH-BH	
• Pop	III	BBH	detecKon	rate	of		aLIGO	in	our	standard	model	
						R～180	(𝑺𝑭𝑹↓𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌 /𝟏𝟎↑−𝟐.𝟓  )	(𝒇↓𝒃 /(𝟏+ 𝒇↓𝒃 )/𝟎.𝟑𝟑 )	[yr-1	](S/N>8)	
• The	mass	distribuRon	or	the	redshic	dependence	might	disRnguish	
Pop	III	from	Pop	I,II.	
• DECIGO	can	see	Pop	III	BH-BH	merger	when	they	were	born	



Appendix	



Pop I and Pop II case (Dominik et al. 2015)	

•  From	1/200	Zsun	to	1.5	Zsun	
• BH-BH	detecRon	rate	(Their	standard	model)	~300/yr	
•  25%	of	above	rate	is	>20	Msun	BHBH	
•  Thus,		DetecRon	rate	of	high	mass	BHBH	~80/yr	





How to calculate Pop III binaries?	

1.	IniRal	stellar	parameters	are	decided	by	Monte	Carlo	method	with	iniRal	distribuRon	funcRons	
						(primary	mass:	M1,	secondary	mass:	M2,	separaRon:	a,	orbital	eccentricity:	e)		
2.	We	calculate	evoluRon	of	stars		
3.	If	star	fulfills	the	condiRon	of	binary	interacRons	(BIs),	we	calculate	BIs	and	change	M1,	M2,	a,	e	.	
			・If	binary	merges	or	disrupts	due	to	BIs	before	binary	becomes	compact	binary,	we	stop	calculaRon.	
			・If	binary	survives	from	BIs,	we	calculate	stellar	evoluRons	again.		
4.If	binary	becomes	compact	binary	(NS-NS,	NS-BH,	BH-BH),	we	calculate	when	binary	merge	due	to	GW.	
5.We	repeat	these	calculaRons	and	take	the	staRsRcs	of	compact	binary	mergers.		

1.	IniRal	
M1,M2,a,e	
determined	

2.	Stellar	
evoluRons	

3.	Binary	interacRons	
M1,M2,a,e	change	

Merge	or	disrupt	

Compact	binary	

survive	
Stop	

calculaRon	

Not	compact	binary	

4.	Calculate	
merger	Rme	

5.	Repeat	this	
calculaRon	

31	



Binary Interac6ons	
• Tidal	fricRon			
• Mass	transfer	
• Common	envelope	
• Supernova	effect	
• GravitaRonal	radiaRon	
	

	

Change			
M1,M2,a,	e	

We	need	to	specify	some	parameters	to	calculate	these	effects.	
	

We	use	the	parameters	adopted	for	Pop	I	populaRon	synthesis	
in	Our	standard	model.	

SN	

Tidal	fricRon	

Common	envelope	

Mass	transfer	

Supernova	effect	

GravitaRonal	Waves	

32	



Pop III binary popula6on synthesis	

•  IniRal	parameter	(M1,M2,a,e)	distribuRon	in	our	standard	model	
						M1	:	Flat	(10	M8<M<100	M8)	
						q=M2/M1	:	P(q)=const.	(0<q<1)	
						a	:	P(a)∝1/a	(amin<a<106R�)				
						e	:	P(e)∝e	(0<e<1)				

We	simulate	106	Pop	III-binary	evoluRons	and	esRmate	how	many	
binaries	become	compact	binary	which	merges	within	Hubble	Rme.	
×84	models	(Kinugawa	et	al.2016)	

The	same	distribuRon	funcRons	
adopted	for	Pop	I	populaRon	
synthesis	

IniRal	stellar	parameters	are	decided	by	Monte	Carlo	method	with	iniRal	
distribuRon	funcRons	



Results	

• A	lot	of	Pop	III	BH-BH	binaries	form	and	merge	
within	Hubble	Rme	
• Close	NS	binaries	do	not	form		

The	numbers	of	the	compact	binaries	which	merge	within		
Hubble	Rme	for	106	binaries	

Our	standard	model	



In	order	to	calculate	merger	rate,	
we	need	to	know	
			・When	were	Pop	III	stars	born?	
			・How	many	Pop	III	stars	were	born?	
⇒Star	formaRon	rate	
We	adopt	the	Pop	III	SFR		
	by	de	Souza	et	al.	2011	

The star forma6on rate of Pop III 	

𝑆𝐹𝑅↓𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ~ 10↑−2.5 	[M�	yr-1	Mpc-3]	

Redshic	z	
(de	Souza	et	al.	2011)	
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Consistency with LIGOS6 and Adv.LIGO	

•  LIGOS6	upper	limit	of	BH-BH	merger	rate		
					lec	figure	
					~10-7	yr-1Mpc-3	

• Merger	rate	esKmated	by	GW150914	(z<0.5)	
				~0.02-4×10-7	yr-1Mpc-3	

• Pop	III	BH-BH	Merger	rate	at	z~0	
				R～ 2.5×10-8	(𝑺𝑭𝑹↓𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌 /𝟏𝟎↑−𝟐.𝟓   )Errsys	
[yr-1	Mpc-3]	
					
	

Aasi,	Abadie,	Abboz	et	al.	(2013)	

Our	result	is	consistent	with	LIGO	



Errsys	
Standard	 1  (180	/yr)	
Mass	range:	
(10	M8<M<		 8	or	140	M8)	

1~3.4	

IMF:Flat,	M-1,	Salpeter	 0.42~1	
IEF:f(e)∝e,const.,e-0.5	 0.94~1	
BH	natal	kick:	V=0,100,300	km/s	 0.2~1	

CE:αλ=0.01,0.1,1,10	 0.21~1	

Mass	transfer	(mass	loss	fracRon):	
β=0,	0.5,	1	

0.67~1.3	

Worst	 0.046	

Errsys (Example)	

• On	the	other	hand,	the	typical		mass	is	not	changed	(~30	Msun).	



Other Pop III SFRs	

•  SPH	simulaRon	
				(Johnson	et	al.	2013)	
			SFRp~	10-3-10-4	Msun/yr/Mpc3	

• Constraints	by	Planck	
				(e.g.Hartwig	et	al.2016,	Inayoshi	et	al.2016)	
			opRcal	depth	of	Thomson	scazering	
				total	Pop	III	density≲104-5	Msun/Mpc3		

					by	Visbal	et	al.2015	
	
				



• Without	UV	feedback	
									The	typical	mass	about	103	M�			
															(Omukai	&	Palla	2003,etc.)	

• With	UV	feedback		
										The	typical	mass	10-100	M�		
														(Hosokawa	et	al.	2011,	2012)	
	

What is the expected Mass of Pop III stars ?	

With	Feedback	
Without	Feedback	

Hosokawa	et	al.	2011	

Pop	III	stars	→	10-100	M�		



Pop	I	stars		
(Sun	like	stars)	

Metallicity	 ２％	

Radius	 Large	
Typical	Mass	 1	Msun	

Wind	mass	loss	 effecRve	

Pop	III	stars	
	

0	
Small	
10-100	Msun	

Not	effecRve	

The differences between Pop III and Pop I	

Pop	III	binaries	are	easier	to	be		massive	compact	binary	



The main target of gravita6onal wave source	

・Compact	binary	mergers	
　　Binary	neutron	star	(NS-NS)	
　　Neutron	star	black	hole	binary	(NS-BH)	
　　Binary	black	hole	(BH-BH)	
	
	
　　	

©KAGRA	

How	many	Rmes	can	we	detect	compact	binary	mergers？	
	➝EsRmated	by	the	binary	populaRon	synthesis	
　　	



Quasi normal mode	

•  fc	is	frequency	of	QNM	
• Q	is	the	quality	factor	of	
QNM	which	relate	to	the	
azenuaRon	of	QNM	





How to calculate the event rate	
• NS-NS	
　We	can	get	informaRon	from	binary	pulsar	observaRons		
　・The	empirical	rate	from	pulsar	observaRons	(Kalogera	et	al.	2004,etc)	
　・Binary	populaRon	synthesis(Belczynski	et	al.	2002,	2004,	Dominik	et	al.2012,etc)	

• NS-BH,BH-BH	
　・Binary	populaRon	synthesis	
　There	were	no	observaKon	unKl	GW150914.	
			Thus,	there	is	no	other	way	except	binary	populaKon	synthesis	



Why do Pop III stars have these proper6es?	
	
•  Zero	metal	stars	
				-No	line	cooling	and	dust	cooling	at	the	star	formaRon	
				-High	temperature	and	high	Jeans	mass	(MJ∝T3/2)	
					⇒More	massive	than	Pop	I	stars	(Pop	I	stars	are	solar	like	stars)	
										The	typical	mass	is	10-100M�	

　 -Missing	metal	and	dust	i.e.	missing	powerful	opacity	source	
				-The	stellar	photosphere	become	small	
					⇒Smaller	radius	than	Pop	I	stars	
	   -Stellar	wind	is	driven	by	radiaRon	pressure	on	resonance	lines	of		
					heavier		ions	or	dust	grains	
				-However,	Pop	III	stars	do	not	have	heavier	ion	and	dust	grain	
					⇒No	wind	mass	loss	
	
	







DECIGOの感度曲線	

• Pop	III	のSFRのピークはz~9	
• Red	shic	chirp	mass=(1+z)Mc	
• Pop	III	BHBH	(z~9)	⇒300	Msun	(10Hz)	

Kawamura	et	al.	2011	



How to calculate the event rate	
• NS-NS	
　We	can	get	informaRon	from	binary	pulsar	observaRons		
　・The	empirical	rate	from	pulsar	observaRons	(Kalogera	et	al.	2004,etc)	
　・Binary	populaRon	synthesis(Belczynski	et	al.	2002,	2004,	Dominik	et	al.2012,etc)	

• NS-BH,BH-BH	
　・Binary	populaRon	synthesis	
　There	is	no	observaKon.	
			Thus,	there	is	no	other	way	except	binary	populaKon	synthesis	



 merger rate calculated by popula6on synthesis	

These	merger	rates	are	calculated	by	Popula.on	synthesis	(PS).	
There	are	wide	differences	between	models.		
I	will	talk	about	what	is	PS	and	what	determine	the	merger	rates.	

Pop	I	galacRc	merger	rate	[Myr-1]	Dominik	et	al.(2012)	



Why NS-NS disrupt	

	Binary	NS	cannot	survive!	

For	example,	we	consider	NS	and	NS	progenitor	binary.	
	
NS	

(1.4-2M8)	

SN	

NS	progenitor	
(8-25M8)	

disrupt	

When	NS	progenitor	becomes	supernova,	NS	progenitor	
suddenly	loses	mass	and	becomes	NS.	
Then,	due	to	instant	mass	loss	the	binding	energy	of	binary	
decreases	and	binary	NS	disrupts.	

In	the	case	of	Pop	III	NS	progenitor,	wind	mass	loss	and	
the	mass	loss	due	to	binary	interacRon	is	not	effecRve.			



Binary Interac6ons	

• Supernova	effect		
• Common	envelope		
• Stable	mass	transfer	
• Orbital	evoluRon		
				(Tidal	fricRon,	GravitaRonal	radiaRon)	

	

In	this	talk,	I	will	explain	these	two	
binary	interacRons.	



Supernova(SN) effect	

	Binary	NS	cannot	survive!	

For	example,	we	consider	NS	and	NS	progenitor	binary.	
	
NS	

(1.4-2M8)	

SN	

NS	progenitor	
(8-25M8)	

disrupt	

When	NS	progenitor	becomes	supernova,	NS	progenitor	
suddenly	loses	mass	and	becomes	NS.	
Then,	due	to	instant	mass	loss	the	binding	energy	of	binary	
decreases	and	binary	NS	disrupts.	

But	in	fact	binary	pulsars	have	been	observed.	
Why	can	binary	NS	survive?		
This	reason	is	common	envelope.	



Common envelope (CE)	

1.  Primary	star	becomes	giant	and	primary	radius	becomes	large.	
2.  Secondary	star	plunges	in	primary	envelope.	
3.  The	fricRon	occurs	between	secondary	and	primary	envelope	and	transfers	

angular	momentum	and	energy	from	orbit	to	envelope.	Due	to	orbital	energy	
transfer	separaRon	decreases	and	envelope	expands	and	will	be	expelled.	

4.  Binary	becomes	close	binary	or	merges	during	CE.	

1	 2	 3	 4	

CE	is		unstable	mass	transfer	phase.		

Primary	
	

Secondary	
	



Can NS binary survive via CE?	

If	CE	occurs,	envelope	was	already	expelled	before	SN.	
Thus,	mass	ejecRon	at	SN	becomes	smaller	than	SN	mass	
ejecRon	via	no	CE.		
Due	to	small	mass	ejecRon	at	SN	the	loss	of	binding	
energy	becomes	small.		
Binary	can	survive	!	
	
Therefore,	Common	Envelope	is	important.	

CE	

NS(1.4-2M8)	

SN	

SN	

no	CE	

8-20M8	

2-6M	

disrupt	

We	consider	NS	and	NS	progenitor	binary	again.	
	



The treatment of CE	
• We	assume	the	fracRon	of	the	orbital	energy	is	used	to	expel	envelope.		
• We	use	simple	energy	formalism	in	order	to	calculate	separaRon	acer	CE	af 		

	

The	loss	of	orbital	energy		 the	energy	required	to	expel	envelope	
α:	the	efficiency	of	energy	transfer	from	orbit	to	envelope	
λ:		the	binding	energy	parameter			
These	common	envelope	parameters	are	uncertain.	
・How	much	the	orbital	energy	can	be	used	to	expel	envelope?	
・How	much	the	internal	energy	of	envelope	is	used	to	expel	envelope?		
	

ai	 af	

For	given	Mcore1,	Menv1	M2,	iniRal	separaRon	ai		

Assuming	efficiency	of	
mass	ejecRon	

Final	separaRon	af	



The rate dependence on CE parameters	

•  SeparaRon	acer	CE	af		is	dependent	on	CE	parameters.	
For	simplicity,	α=1.	
If	λ	is	large	i.e,	the	energy	required	to	expel	envelope	is	small,					
the	loss	of	orbital	energy	during	CE	becomes	small	and	af is	large.                           	
•  If	af	is	large,	binary	tend	not	to	merge	during	CE	and	can	survive.	
• However,	if	af	is	too	large,	binary	cannot	merge	within	Hubble	Rme	due	to	GW.			

	

	

・The	number	of	merger	during	CE																						Merger	rates		
	

・Merger	Rmescale	tGW∝a4						　                         Merger	
rates	
	

	λ	
af	

The	loss	of	orbital	energy		 the	energy	required	to	expel	envelope	



For	example,	we	consider	how	Pop	I	NS-NS	merger	rate	depend	on	CE	parameters.		

The dependence on CE parameters	

・The	number	of	coalescence	during	CE														Merger	
rates		
	

・Merger	Rmescale	tGW∝a4						　                         Merger	
rates	
	

Pop	I	NSNS	merger	rate	[Myr-1	galaxy-1]　Dominik	et	al.2012　	

af	
αλ	



Binary popula6on synthesis	
•  PopulaRon	synthesis	is	a	method	of	numerical	simulaRon	to	research		
the	populaRon	of	stars	with	a	complex	evoluRons.		
•  PopulaRon	synthesis	can	predict	properRes	and	merger	rates	of	
unobserved	sources	such	as	NS-BH,	BH-BH	
•  The	common	envelope	of	the	key	process	of	populaRon	synthesis		
•  However,	Common	envelope	parameters	are	uncertain.	
			This	uncertainty	change	event	rate	by	a	factor	of	several	hundreds.		
	
			We	should	reveal	this	uncertainty	via	comparison	between	result	of	
populaRon	synthesis	and	observaRons	such	as	GW	and	other	
observaRons	and	improve	binary	evoluRon	theory	

	



Example: CE dependence	
We	calculate	αλ=0.01,	0.1,	1,	10	cases　　Ntotal=106	

The	number	of	merged	Pop	III	BH-BH	change	by	a	factor	of	several.	
On	the	other	hand,	Pop	I	merger	rates	changed	by	a	factor	of	several	
hundreds.	
	

What	is	the	reason?	



Why do Pop III stars have these proper6es?	
	
•  Zero	metal	stars	
				-No	line	cooling	and	dust	cooling	at	the	star	formaRon	
				-High	temperature	and	high	Jeans	mass	(MJ∝T3/2)	
					⇒More	massive	than	Pop	I	stars	(Pop	I	stars	are	solar	like	stars)	
										The	typical	mass	is	10-100M�	

　 -Missing	metal	and	dust	i.e.	missing	powerful	opacity	source	
				-The	stellar	photosphere	become	small	
					⇒Smaller	radius	than	Pop	I	stars	
	   -Stellar	wind	is	driven	by	radiaRon	pressure	on	resonance	lines	of		
					heavier		ions	or	dust	grains	
				-However,	Pop	III	stars	do	not	have	heavier	ion	and	dust	grain	
					⇒No	wind	mass	loss	
	
	







 IMF	
・Pop	I　	
Salpeter	

• Pop	III　	
	
Flat？	

	
Log	Flat？	

Log	N	

Log	M	

∝M-2.35	

0																									2	

Stacy	&	Bromm	2013	

Hirano	et	al.2014　　　　　　Susa	et	al.	2014	



IMF dependence	



Uncertain6es of Pop III binary popula6on synthesis	

• IniRal	condiRon	
　　　IMF	
　　　mass	raRo	
　　　separaRon	
　　　eccentricity	

• Binary	interacRons	
　　Common	envelope	
　　Mass	transfer	
　　Supernova	kick	
　　	



 eccentricity distribu6ons	

• General	eccentricity	distribuRon	(Heggie	1975)	
　P(e)∝e	(Standard)	
• CygnusOB2	associaRon（Kobulnicky	et	al.	2014）	
			P(e)=const.	
• ObservaRons	of	O	stars(M>15Msun)	(Sana	et	al.2012)	
			P(e)∝e-0.5	



 eccentricity dependence	



Uncertain6es of Pop III binary popula6on synthesis	

• IniRal	condiRon	
　　　IMF	
　　　mass	raRo	
　　　separaRon	
　　　eccentricity	

• Binary	interacRons	
　　Common	envelope	
　　Mass	transfer	
　　Supernova	kick	
　　	



Mass transfer	

•  β=0：conservaRve	
•  1>β>0：non	conservaRve	
	
In	Standard	model,	we	use	the	fi�ng	funcRon	
	
	
	
This	is	fized	for	Pop	I	stars.		
Thus,	we	check	β=0,0.5,1	cases.	
	

Secondary	is	MS	or	He-burning	

M↓2  = − M↓1  	 Secondary	is	giant	

(Hurley	et	al.	2002)	



Mass transfer dependence	



Supernova kick	
•  Pulsar	kick	~200-500km/s	
				Pulsar	observaRon	suggest	NSs	have	the	natal	kick	at	the	SN.		
•  BHXRBs	have	large	distance	from	galacRc	plane.	
					Black	hole	natal	kick?	（Repezo,Davis&Sigurdsson2012）	
	
⇒We	check	the	kick	dependence.	
　 σ=0km/s	(Standard)、σ=100km/s、σ=300km/s	



SN kick dependence	


